VIMEXPO

3-year journey with the mission
"Connect to develop”
Accurately assessing
the limitations of the development of Vietnam’s supporting
industry in particular and the manufacturing industry in general, the Government's
Resolution No. 115/NQ-CP dated August 6, 2020
on solutions to promote the development of
supporting industries proposes the solution of
developing domestic value chains.
Vietnam International Supporting Industry &
Manufacturing Exhibition (VIMEXPO) is the first
international exhibition belonging to the
Supporting Industry Development Program
hosted by Vietnam Industry Agency - Ministry of
Industry and Trade. The exhibition is the opportunity to connect suppliers with domestic and
international consumption markets, helping to
find out import and export needs as well as

trends in the use of industrial
components and spare parts,
promoting new technology transfer and
expanding business network, meeting
production needs at the present time and
seeking potential business opportunities in the
future. The successful organization of Vietnam
International Supporting Industry & Manufacturing Exhibition is of great significance, contributing to making Vietnam a manufacturing
center in Southeast Asia, promoting the
development of manufacturing and supporting
industries, creating widespread coverage and
affirming active participation in the global
supply chains.
In 2022, VIMEXPO – "Connect to develop” aims at
becoming the leading comprehensive specialized exhibition in Vietnam serving manufacturing and supporting industries. VIMEXPO with a
series of trade promotion events will be held
annually, the Organizing Board always updates
trends, expands multimedia communication,
widely connects domestic and international
organizations in order to bring maximum
benefits to units - exhibitors participating in the
exhibition.

Connect - Opportunity - Promote - Honor
Mr. Nguyen Sinh Nhat Tan - Deputy Minister of Industry and Trade
“…In the context that the Party, National Assembly and Government, together with the business community
are making efforts to promote economic recovery on the basis of safe and flexible adaptation to the Covid-19
pandemic, with the orientation "Connect to develop", Vietnam International Supporting Industry &
Manufacturing Exhibition - VIMEXPO 2021 will become even more important with its role as a bridge
between Vietnamese enterprises and foreign enterprises, multinational corporations; creating opportunities
for exchanging and sharing experiences among agencies, organizations, associations, sectors and enterprises operating in manufacturing and supporting industries, helping businesses promote products, technologies and increase investment opportunities…”

Mr. Choi Joo Ho - General Director of Samsung Vietnam Complex
“…Samsung Vietnam is very delighted to participate in VIMEXPO 2021, I hope this is a good opportunity for
more and more leading Vietnamese enterprises to participate in the global supply chains. After officially
investing in Vietnam since 2008, Samsung has always strived to contribute to Vietnam's supporting industry
through a variety of intensive supporting activities. Based on the business criterion of co-prosperity, in the
coming time Samsung Vietnam will strengthen cooperation with the Vietnamese government and organizations to do training activities related to supporting industries in many more specialized fields…”

Mr. Gareth Ward - UK Ambassador to Vietnam
“…Despite many difficulties due to Covid-19, the UK Government and Vietnam Ministry of Industry and
Trade still strengthen development cooperation in order to improve the capacity of Vietnamese supporting
industries, ensuring that Vietnam always receives the most benefits from the global supply chains. I believe
and hope that our cooperation will continue to develop in the post-Covid period…”
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